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IPC panel session addresses industry collaboration
Yesterday during the Executive Panel Session, six pipeline industry leaders gathered to discuss how organisations can change the mindset of
incremental improvements to a culture that is focused on disruptive innovation.
The session was moderated by IPC Conference Chair and Senior Vice President, Technical Services – Dynamic Risk Patrick Vieth and Vice President
of ROSEN USA, Mexico & Central America Chris Yoxall. The panel members for the session were Milton Altenberg (Quest Integrity Group), Jason
Sharpe (ATCO Pipelines), Ken Paulson (BC Oil and Gas Commission), Chris Bloomer (Canadian Energy Pipeline Association); Honorable Christopher A.
Hart (National Transportation Safety Board), and Walter Kresic (Enbridge).
A number of topics were covered in the session, with each segment prefaced by a live audience poll on a pertinent question for the pipeline industry.
One of these questions was “Can stakeholders initiate industry collaborations and still maintain public trust?”
While there was no clear-cut answer to this question, the responses from the audience pointed toward the positive elements of industry collaboration,
with most respondents saying that it was possible to collaborate and maintain public trust. The panellists agreed, and several members emphasising that
the key to successful collaboration was transparency and trust.
The event was well attended and it was clearly a valuable event for the industry as a whole.
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Jay Ingram speaks at IPC Delegate Luncheon
The IPC Delegate Luncheon, held on Wednesday afternoon at the Hyatt Imperial Ballroom,
provided an opportunity to reflect on the importance of science literacy in the general public, with
science writer and broadcaster Jay Ingram addressing the attendees and speaking on the growing
elitism associated with scientific literacy and the damage this is doing to public perceptions of
companies working in the engineering sector.
During his presentation, Mr Ingram emphasised the need for the pipeline industry to recognise that
public perceptions are driven not just by facts and data, but also by social and cultural attitudes. He
said that often when people are polarised by a controversial issue, such as a new pipeline project, that
the views of an individual can very rarely be changed by facts and figures, but are more likely to be
changed through personal connection.

Delegates were treated to an excellent meal and
a number of interesting speeches.

Mr Ingram also highlighted the fact that pipeline companies, and all science based companies for
that matter, are very rarely dealing with an uninformed public. Instead they are dealing with a public
who are informed, but only by a very limited number of sources. The challenge then, is to find a way
to increase the number of scientific sources that people engage with and to find a way to connect with
the general public on a more emotional level.
In closing his presentation, Mr Ingram took the opportunity to speak about his own company,
Beakerhead, which he described as “a smash up of art, science and engineering”. The goal of
Beakerhead is to bring together the creative elements of each of the three mentioned industries, to
create delightful experience that help people to engage with science in a new way.
This, Mr Ingram says, is the key to ensuring the general public remains open to new ideas. This is
no doubt a key takeaway for the pipeline industry moving forward.
Mr Ingram speaking at the IPC Delegate
Luncheon.

Follow @IPC_Calgary on Twitter for all the latest Conference updates. Don’t forget to use
#IPC2016 to join the conversation.
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Authors gather for book signing at IPE

Enbridge wins Global Pipeline Award
The IPC Global Pipeline Award winner was announced on a dinner on Tuesday evening and again at the IPC Delegate Lunch on Wednesday
afternoon. The list of finalists included:
•

STATS Group for its leak tight double block and bleed isolation of a high pressure CO2 pipeline to facilitate making a previously un-piggable
pipeline piggable

•

Pipeline Innovation Ltd for the Pathfinder foam calliper and geometry measurement pig

•

C-FER Technologies for its external leak detection evaluation program

•

Black Powder Solutions for the black powder separation technology

•

Enbridge for the Enbridge Southern Manitoba Slope Remediation Project

ASME announces partnership with POMME

All of the finalists for the award proved incredible innovation and demonstrated the benefits of creative and forward-thinking in advancing the
pipeline industry. The Enbridge Southern Manitoba Slope Remediation Project was selected as the winner of this coveted industry award.

Were you at the Wednesday night IPC Networking Event?
Held at the Bank and Baron on Wednesday evening, the IPC Networking Event offered conference attendees the chance to let down their hair,
make new friends, and exchange the latest news on technology and innovation in a more relaxed setting. Turn to the back page for more photos
from the event.

WHAT’S
COMING UP?
THURSDAY 10:00-18:00
Exposition open,
TELUS Convention Centre
THURSDAY 12:00-13:30

Pipeline Integrity Management Systems: A Practical Approach is a fantastic resource for anyone working in
the integrity management subsector. For those interested the book’s authors – Rafael G. Mora, Phil Hopkins, Edgar I.
Cote, and Taylor Shie – will be gathered at IPE Booth 1309 from 13.30 today for a book signing and Q&A session.
A limited number of copies will be available for purchase at the booth and those present will also be given a discount
code to purchase the book online. For those who attend there is also an opportunity to win a copy of the book.

Henry Yamauchi receives IPC Lifetime
Achievement Award
IPC is proud to announce the winner of the inaugural Lifetime Achievement
Award, Henry Yamauchi. The inspiration for the award was to recognise long-time
contributors to the pipeline industry such as Henry who have continuously provided
mentoring and guidance to young pipeline professionals and peers, and contributed to
pipeline standards development and the advancement of pipeline technologies and practices.
Henry recently retired at the age of 90 after starting his career in the oil and gas industry
in 1947 which included almost 60 years of employment at Westcoast Energy.

Enbridge Luncheon, Hyatt
Imperial Ballroom, featuring
Westjet President and Chief
Executive Officer Gregg Saretsky

At Wednesday’s IPC Delegate Luncheon ASME Past President Bob Sims announced that ASME
will be forging a relationship with the already established Pipeline Operations & Management – Middle
East (POMME) Conference, which will be held on 11–14 April 2018 at the Gulf Convention Centre in
Bahrain.
Speaking to delegates at the Luncheon, Mr Sims said “Along with Clarion Technical Conferences
and Tiratsoo Technical, the Pipeline Systems Division of ASME plans to expand the global reach of
this successful regional conference.”
For further information on POMME visit Tiratsoo Technical and Clarion Technical Conferences at
Booth 1305 or online at www.clarion.org.
In addition to this, ASME has also announce the Conference Chairs for its upcoming pipeline events. Mr Sims speaking at the IPCE Delegate
Luncheon yesterday afternoon.
For the 2017 ASME ARPEL International Geotechnical Pipeline Conference
(IPG) Giancarlo Massucco of Coga will serve as the Conference Chair and Moness Rizkalla of Via + will serve as the Co-Chair. IPG 2017 will be
held on 25–26 July in Lima, Peru. R.K. Dhadda of Reliance Gas Transmission Infrastructure Ltd has been chosen to serve as 2017 Conference
Chair for the International Oil & Gas Pipeline Conference (IOGPC) which will be held on 20–22 April 2017 in Mumbai, India.

Putting the
industry on
the map

MAJORA detailed
PIPELINE
SYSTEMS OF CANADA
overview of select existing major pipeline systems in Canada
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NAME

OWNER

PRODUCT

LENGTH

DIAMETER

1

Alberta Clipper (Line 67) *

Enbridge Inc.

Crude oil

1,069 km

36 inches

2

Alliance Pipeline *

Enbridge Inc. (50%); Versan (50%)

Natural gas

1,560 km

36–42 inches

3

Brunswick Pipeline

Emera Brunswick Pipeline Company

Natural gas

4

143 km

30 inch

14,114 km

36 inch

5

Cochin Pipeline System

Kinder Morgan

Propane and ethane-propane

995 km

12 inches

6

Canadian Mainline
Deep Panuke Pipeline

TransCanada Pipelines
Encana Corporation

Natural gas
Natural gas

175 km

7

Enbridge Pipelines (NW) Inc. System

Enbridge Inc.

Crude oil

855 km

8

Enbridge Mainline *

Enbridge Inc.

Crude oil

2,306 km

30–36 inches

9

Enbridge Westspur Pipeline

Enbridge Inc.

Crude oil

175 km

12 inches

10

Enbridge Southern Lights (Line 13) *

Enbridge Inc.

Crude oil

1,241 km

20 inches

11

Express-Platte Pipeline System *

12

Foothills Pipeline System

Iqaluit

Spectra Energy

Crude oil

434 km

24 inch

TransCanada Pipelines

Natural gas

1,241 km

36–42 inches

13

Keystone Pipeline *

TransCanada Pipelines

Crude oil

1,227 km

30–36 inches

14

Maritimes and Northeast Pipeline

Spectra Energy (77.53%); Emera (12.92%); ExxonMobil Corporation (9.55%)

Natural gas

575 km

30 inch
16–42 inches

15

Nova Gas Transmission Pipeline System (NGTL)

TransCanada Pipelines

Natural gas

24,373 km

16

Ontario–Quebec Pipeline

TransNorthern Pipeline Inc.

Refined fuel products

850 km

17

PTC Pipeline

Spectra Energy

Natural gas liquids

930 km

18

Trans Mountain Pipeline System

Kinder Morgan

Crude oil and refined products

1,142 km

19

TransQuebec and Maritimes Pipeline Mainline

TransCanada Pipelines (50%), Gaz Metro (50%)

Natural gas

572 km

20

Westcoast Pipeline System (B.C Pipeline)

Spectra Energy

Natural gas

2,900 km

21

Dawn to Parkway Trunkline

Union Gas

Natural gas

24–36 inches
24–42 inches

257 km
* Pipeline continues into United States of America.
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The Pipelines International team has been busy working on the
new Major Pipeline Systems of Canada map, which is now available for
purchase from the Pipelines International online shop.
The map provides an overview of existing transmission pipelines that are
over 100 km in length. The map key includes the name, owner, pipeline
product, approximate length and diameter of each pipeline or pipeline
system. Information used to collate the map was sourced from a number of
major pipeline owners as well as through Canada’s National Energy Board (NEB) and the Canadian Energy Pipelines Association (CEPA).
Visit the Pipelines International team at IPE Booth 1305 for your FREE copy, or purchase the map online at www.pipelinesinternational.com
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The Major Pipeline Systems of Canada map provides an overview of existing major pipeline systems in Canada that are
over 100 km in length. The map includes the name, owner, product, approximate length and diameter of the pipeline.

Information on this map is intended as a general source of information only. Compiled and published by Great Southern
Press Pty Ltd. Tel: +61 3 9248 5100
Product information and graphic design © Great Southern Press, 2016. Source map courtesy Map Resources.
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Information used to collate this map was directly provided by companies, the National Energy Board (NEB) and the
Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA).
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For additional copies of this poster and for advertising enquiries, email query@pipelinesinternational.com

THURSDAY 13:30-15:00

With the support of:

www.pipelinesinternational.com

Pipeline Integrity Management
book signing, IPE Booth 1309,
TELUS Convention Centre
Henry Yamauchi.

Keep an eye out for program changes

IPC 2016 by numbers

Changes to the technical session program will be posted in prominent position around the TELUS Convention Centre. In addition to this,
signs will be posted at registration desk and at the IPC information point in the Hyatt. You can also connect with @IPC_Calgary on Twitter
to receive the latest updates.

1,200+ delegates

300+ technical papers

30+ countries represented

5,000+ attendees registered for the
exposition
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Connect with IPC 2016
This year it is easier than ever to stay connected with IPC 2016 through social media. Simply
follow @IPC_Calgary on Twitter, join the IPC group on LinkedIn or download the IPC 2016
app from the app store. Don’t forget to use #IPC2016 to join the conversation.
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